eMark Pen User Manual

eMark Pen

1. Features

⑨

① Tip

⑧

② Shortcut Button(Supporting

⑦
⑥

Windows 10)

⑤

③ Eraser
④ Color Change
⑤ Black Screen
⑥ Page Up

④
③

⑦ Page Down
②

⑧ Playing
⑨ Laser

①

NOTE:


DO NOT disassemble the Pen!
eMark Pen battery is built-in and cannot be removed.



After fully charged, eMark Pen can work at least 7 hours.



The tip light will flash to indicate low battery. Plug the Pen to
charging base to charge.
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2. Setup Instructions
 Charging
The eMark Pen has to be charged before 1st time use.


Plug in the included adapter and place the eMark Pen on the
charging base.
Battery Level 0%

100% Charge Complete

Plug in to charge


eMark Pen charging from 0 to 100 takes up to 1 hour.

 Pairing
Start your PC or white board then check pairing status of the eMark Pen:
The tip will light in blue if the Pen paired successfully;
If not paired (no light), press  and  at the same time for 5 seconds to restart the pen;
Press ③ to light the tip, the color will indicate the pairing status.

Red: Abnormal. Need to restart
Yellow：Ready to pair
Blue：Paired successfully
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 Restarting
If the Pen cannot pair, connect or write, reset the pen with a pin. Insert the pin
into the hole at the top and press down to reset as shown below.

 Set up the shortcut button（Only for Windows 10）
Custom setting are as follows:


“ Settings ” > “ Devices ” > “ Pen and Windows Ink”, then set up the
shortcut button.
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 Changing Color
Only certain software supported. Office 2013 and later versions need
the add-in to support this functions. Please install the add-in from the
included flash drive, or download from the product page at Displasy2go.com.
 Replacing Tip
Spare pen tips are stored inside the charging base. Replace the old tip with
a new one by pulling the tip out from the pen when needed.

3. Specifications
eMark Optical Smart Pen
Interface
Ink Color
Net Weight
Pressure Sensitivity
Buttons
Other Features
Compatibility

Bluetooth 4.1
Built-in Battery
440mAH
7 colors from RGB
Dimension
15.5×166mm
28g
Technology
Optical Imaging
2048 Levels/Supporting Authentic Handwriting
One Click Functions, PPT Playing, Eraser, User-Defined Magic Click
Zero writing distance , Safe from sleeves or palms’ covering
Smart writing different from touch imitation writing
Use with Windows 10 recommended

WARNING: DO NOT point the laser beam directly at people's eyes.
It may cause irreversible damage.
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